
 

This study gives an as-is analysis of existing studies and papers of important actors 

of the bioeconomy sector regarding opportunities of handling with problems and 

conflicts. On the other hand the author creates groundwork for the discussion of spe-

cific options, dealing with decrease of biodiversity, climate change and increasing 

growth of the world population concerning limited available areas. 

The term bioeconomy describes a wide and complex field, often narrowed on bioener-

gy, because of the important role of biomass utilization in Germany and worldwide. 

But regarding the limited availability of effective area on the planet, renewable ener-

gies need to be regulated. Using biomass prospectively the following questions need to 

be discussed: 

 In which sector using biomass is indispensable and in which it can be replaced? 

 How and in which extent utilization of biomass can harm other sections? 

 Which are the conflicts between different global aims of protection, for example 

saving biodiversity, and biomass use and in which range could they block each 

other? 

 Which factors and guidelines could harmonize these conflicts? 

This issue has clear trade offs mentioned by almost all analyses. However approaches 

how to achieve solution are controversial. Some institutions name research and inno-

vation to solve the problems. Others mention Sufficiency and Efficiency.  

Although all the evaluated references analyze the trade offs, they fail to deliver clear 

options of consistent regulations. Many papers give concrete recommendation of tech-

nical applications. A technology fixed approach cannot replace elementary political 

decisions. 

 



The aim of the study is initiating and creating a discussion based on different described 

approaches. New questions came up and many research issues are still not answered. 

More research is necessary to find answers to: Who is responsible? At which per-sons 

or institutions elaborated demands need to be addressed? How could a monitoring 

program be designed and realized? 

This study wants to support the way to transformation in society for a sustainable 

world. 

 


